Science





To understand that
humans require a
balanced diet to thrive
and grow.
To explain the role of
muscles and skeleton.
To raise questions to
investigate, collecting
results and drawing
conclusions.

ICT



Music




RE


To use search engines
safely and effectively
To navigate menus and
tool bars to locate and
retrieve relevant
information.

To listen to the Four Seasons
and discuss tempo and dynamics
To learn about Vivaldi.

History
 To learn about
life in Roman
times
To develop a
time line to
understand
when this
period fits into
history.



Literacy







To use powerful verbs, adverbs and
adjectives to create persuasive leaflets
and adverts.
To use a range of literary devices to
create information posters.
To use personification, metaphors and
similes to describe events in Pompeii
To write letters, diary entries and
reports based on a historic event.
To continue to learn year 3/4 statutory
spellings.

PE

Will be taught by Mr Lines on Tuesday and Mrs Wharton on Thursday.

The Italian Adventure

Art



To consider why Jesus is
an inspirational leader for
some people.

Geography
 To locate Italy
using maps,
globes and
atlases.
 To use maps and
secondary
sources to
investigate the
human and
physical features
of Italy.



To learn how to show
perspective in art work.
To learn about the works of
Michelangelo and to produce a
piece of work in his style.
To create a portrait in the
style of Guiseppe Arcimboldo.

PSHCE
 To understand our
values of courage
and forgiveness.
 To practise
relaxation skills.
 To learn strategies
to develop a
positive mind- set.

Maths


To use formal written methods of
multiplication and division.



To calculate area, length and
perimeter.



To solve problems using pounds
and pence.



To solve missing number problems
involving multiplication and division



To understand fractions,
recognising fractions, comparing
and ordering them.



To add and subtract fractions
with the same denominator

